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Abstract
Globally, organization system resources: hardware, software, data, and communication lines and networks are now handled with better interconnected and interdependent facilities because internet connectivity is widely integrated into ambient or ubiquitous environments through intuitive interfaces or “smart” interactions. Organization enterprises are increasingly becoming competitive, with widespread cyberloafing and lawsuits. Through IT and Internet usage, employees may compromise an organization’s confidential information, deliberately or inadvertently. Such concerns prompt companies to introduce employee monitoring to preserve the integrity, availability, and confidentiality of system resources, track employee performance, avoid legal liability, protect trade secrets, and address security concerns. Despite these laudable benefits, employees feel that monitoring is an invasion of their privacy rights. For this study, organizational ethics and major ethical principles of respect for persons, beneficence, and justice representing the key ethical concerns for human subject protection in research were fully adopted as identified in The Belmont Report of 1979. In this study, the authors explored a narrative review, analysis, and synthesis of prior researches that focused on monitoring of employee IT and Internet usage. The authors also extracted peer-reviewed articles within the last five years from electronic databases, using some search keys such as “employee monitoring”, “legal and ethical issues”, “impact of employee monitoring on economic sustainability”, etc. The result of this study revealed that developing an acceptable monitoring policy will keep both employer and employee on the same page as to what is acceptable in the workplace along with what isn’t. This result may further explain the need for employee monitoring, address the legal and ethical issues involved when monitoring employees in a work environment, and provide strategies and practices for acceptable monitoring policy for improved organizational performance and sustainable economic development.
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1. Introduction
The Internet has become a major source of communication both within and outside organizations. The internet is a global network communications incorporating private, public, business, academic and government networks that are connected by guided, wireless, and fiber-optic technologies. “Internet is a global system of interconnected networks of computers and other communication devices that use standardized communication protocols to link devices worldwide to provide a variety of information and communication services” (NITDA, 2019, p. 6). The Internet as a global village for communication of email, web-enabled audio/video conferencing services, online movies and gaming, data transfers/file sharing, instant messaging, internet forum, social networking, online shopping for musical studio and pornographic materials amongst other things. Employees in particular use the internet extensively for communication as well as for business activities. The use of internet in organizations has made employees more efficient by providing improved and better communication channels, better workplaces in job design, and conditions of work. On the other hand, misuse of the internet in workplace has caused organization some setbacks resulting from lose of company integrity, availability, and confidentiality of system resources, low employee performance, legal liability, exposure of trade secrets, and other security concerns.

Unfortunately, many organizations in Nigeria are not able to measure or predict their employees productivity because little or no effort has been put in place to monitor their employees at workplace. Employee monitoring allows an organization to track employee activities and monitor worker engagement with workplace related tasks. An organization using employee monitoring software can measure productivity, track attendance, ensure security and collect proof of hours worked. Globally, new technologies are enabling more varied and pervasive monitoring and surveillance practices in the workplace. This monitoring is becoming increasingly intertwined with data collection as the basis for surveillance, performance evaluation, and proper management of organization system resources: hardware, software, data, and communication lines and networks. Organization system resources are now handled with better interconnected and interdependent facilities because internet connectivity is widely integrated into ambient or ubiquitous environments through intuitive interfaces or “smart”
interactions. Technology, though complex and modern, has become enablers of enablers (Laureate Education (Producer), 2012f), making people to rely extensively on technology. These technologies are enabled in a complex interconnectivity platform that seemingly opened up avenues for theft, fraud and other forms of security threats by offenders who might even come from within the organization (Bamrara, Singh, & Bhatt, 2013).

Also, organization enterprises are increasingly becoming competitive, with widespread cyberloafing and lawsuits. Through IT and Internet usage, employees may compromise an organization’s confidential information, deliberately or inadvertently. Such concerns prompt companies to introduce employee monitoring to preserve the integrity, availability, and confidentiality of system resources, track employee performance, avoid legal liability, protect trade secrets, and address security concerns. Insider threat is believed to pose the greatest risk to their enterprise, and more than 40% report that the greatest security concern is employees accidentally jeopardizing security through data leaks or similar errors (CERT, 2013). Most office-based companies today are already using some sort of employee monitoring software systems. They implement a monitoring system to monitor: how employees behave toward clients, employee visiting time-wasting and unofficial websites during official time, block employees from visiting. Another important reason for installing an employee monitoring system is to prevent data leaks and employees from stealing sensitive information., track their company fleet of vehicles, and ensure policy implementation for sustainable productivity.

1.1 Problem Statement
Systems to generate accurate records on employee monitoring for measuring productivity statistics are virtually non-existent in Nigeria. Our purpose in this study was to identify the challenges of monitoring employees at workplace so as to predict their productivity and relevance in the Job for a sustainable economic development. The general IT problem postulated in this study was the poor monitoring of employees at workplace majorly due to lack of monitoring software and establishment of ethical practices and policies. The specific IT problem is that some managers and stakeholders of organizations lack strategies, policies, laws, guidelines, and value system for monitoring employees for sustainable economic development.

1.2 Research Question
What are monitoring systems and strategies used by stakeholders to effectively monitor employees IT and internet usage for sustainable economic development?

2. Literature Review
2.1 Monitoring IT and Internet Usage of Employees
This section provides a review of professional and academic literature relevant to employee monitoring for sustainable economic development. Monitoring employee at workplace is basically to secure organization system resources: hardware, software, data, and communication lines and networks and preserve the integrity, availability, and confidentiality of system resources. It is also to track employee performance, avoid legal liability, protect trade secrets, and address security concerns. Employee monitoring is good. However employee monitoring are becoming complex, dynamic and psychological. Companies are struggling to keep up with new technologies, because perimeter defences, control over devices, employee’s adherence to policies, control over policy enforcement, and enterprise definitions are no longer reliable. This is because, as in reality, there are no perimeter boundaries, but all monitoring and security platforms are complex, dynamic and psychological (Thompson, 2013).

Employee monitoring has been defined as a system that allows an organization to track employee activities and secure worker engagement with workplace related tasks so as to measure productivity, track attendance, ensure security and collect proof of hours worked (Bejtlich, 2004; Moussa, 2015). Network Security Monitoring defines the strategic monitoring of network traffic to assist in the detection and validation of intrusions (Bejtlich, 2004). Organization productivity has been defined from a multiple perspectives (Narain, Gupta, & Ojha, 2014) and with a holistic approach that expands beyond the technology and technical security (Perez, Branch, & Kuofie, 2014), to comprise the environment, the technology, and the employee (Stallings & Brown, 2012; Taylor & Robinson, 2015). Significant amount of empirical researches point to the fact that employees appear to be the most important links to both the economic productivity and information security of any organization, and invariably constitute the highest risk to low productivity, information security measures and information integrity of any organization (Stallings & Brown, 2012). This is because of the differences in employee behaviour regarding the intent to implement monitoring or administrative policies (Komatsu, Takagi, & Takemura, 2013).

Technology: company websites, emails, devices, internet, phones, voicemails, locations, etc., are simply enablers of enablers (Laureate Education (Producer), 2012f). It is important that employers and employees understand and get better sense of what technology was meant for, and try to focus on the psychology of the creators and users of the technology rather than on the technical details of how they work or what they are
designed to do. Sustainability of organization productivity is all about psychology, not technology (Cottrell, 2016). When the US wanted to launch the first humans on the moon, they did not just get the technology, they understood both the technology and the problem. Company productivity does not end with technology, but understanding technology and the user problems are enough to solve the productivity and its sustainability problems. Even self-driving cars won’t work until we change our roads and attitudes. According to Rahman and Badayai (2012), employee job performance refers to the appropriate use of technology, work productivity, as well as to the time spent in the office, attendance, and resignation rate. Organizations regulate Internet use, or website visits by their employee, through two regular ways: by restricting access to particular links, and by monitoring employee actions (Moussa, 2015). Employee monitoring is good to align workers’ attitude for sustainable productivity.

2.2 Recent Statistics on Employee Abuse of Work Hour Time

Accurate records on employee monitoring for measuring productivity statistics are virtually non-existent in Nigeria. A few published records have been noted statistically on impact of employee monitoring on productivity. Nigeria is one of the countries where no adequate system monitoring of employees, especially in public and government organizations take place. Employees are often masters of their own, doing whatever thing they choose to do during office hours. These have great consequences on sustainability of Nigeria’s economic productivity. Findings from a few researchers claimed that an insignificant number of organizations in Nigeria monitor the websites connections of their employees, while a significantly large percentage does not restrict usage of the internet and websites during work hours (Atinuke, & Titilope, 2015; NITDA, 2019; Yusuf & Metiboba, 2012). This is not a healthy situation for a sustainable economic development as organizations in Nigeria are unable to monitor unproductivity among employees accruing from evidential office time wasting resulting from misuse of internet and websites. This is the gap this study intends to fill.

In the contrary, the latest on workplace monitoring and surveillance employee statistics by American Management Association (AMA), claimed that during office time, 64% visit non-work related websites, 85% use their company email for personal reasons, 70% connect to pornographic website, 92% perform personal stock trading, 37% constantly surf the internet, 30% watch sports online, 25% shopped online, and 46% actively look for a new job on the internet. Internet surfing on non-work related results in up to a 40% loss of productivity each year for American businesses, while only 15% of businesses have a social media policy despite widespread use and misuse of social media at workplace (AMA, 2019). This is demonstrated in Figure 1 below.

![Figure 1. Workplace Monitoring and Surveillance Employee Statistics. AMA (2019).](https://example.com/figure1.png)

Other employee monitoring and surveillance statistics are shown in the figures 2 and 3 below.
According to AMA (2019), employers who have fired workers for e-mail misuse cite the following reasons: (a) violation of any company policy (64%), (b) inappropriate or offensive language (62%), excessive personal use (26%), breach of confidentiality rules (22%), and others (12%). Statistics also revealed that employers have fired workers for IT and Internet misuse under the following headings: (a) viewing, downloading, or uploading inappropriate/offensive content (84%), (b) violation of any company policy (48%), (c) excessive personal use (34%), and others (9%) (AMA, 2019).

Rather than monitoring their employees, a significant number of organizations in Nigeria prefer to block their employees from some specific websites the suspect employees go often during office work time. Results from Atinuke and Titilope (2015, p. 19), showed that “74.7% of the organizations surveyed block pornography sites, 59% blocked online gaming sites, 46.4% block social networking sites, 55.2% blocked downloading sites, 38.8% blocked yahoo messenger, 37.2% blocked Skype, 33.9% blocked online mail services sites, 36.1% blocked blog sites and 11.5% agreed to blocking other sites like competitor’s sites, entertainment sites, online shopping sites, and many more”. This is shown in figure 4. Below. These restrictions are necessary so as to aid employees’ concentration at work, and to reduce traffic congestion on organisations servers, for sustainable productivity.

This finding agrees with the AMA survey of 2019 which showed that 64% visit non-work related websites (AMA, 2019).
Aside monitoring employees against wasting work time, it is also important to monitor employees to safeguard the company’s information resources. This is because employees appear to be the most important links to the information security of any organization, and invariably constitutes the highest risk to the information security measures and information integrity of any organization (Stallings & Brown, 2012). Employees and users are often the weakest links in the security of a system. Many security breaches are caused by employees visiting unauthorized sites with unencrypted files left on unprotected systems, leading to losses of company income due to low productivity, litigations etc. Astakhova (2015) cited some eloquent figures from InfoWatch Analytical Center, that showed that out of 654 cases of leakage of confidential information that were recorded, 71% of them were employees of companies. Additionally, these threats are not effectively and efficiently mitigated (Silic & Back, 2014). Therefore determining what contributes to information insecurity through employee monitoring and securing employee workplace is also of paramount importance particularly in the implementation of policies and activities that mitigates threats to the organizations’ data: confidentiality, integrity, and availability (Fenz, Heurix, Neubauer, & Pechstein, 2014).

3. Methodology
In this study, we adopted a narrative review approach to review significant information based on the, existing systems centred on employee workplace monitoring for sustainable productivity. We also reviewed, analysed and synthesized prior research findings. A narrative review is often adopted where analysis and synthesis of different and related research findings are required to draw holistic interpretations or conclusions based on the reviewers’ own experience, existing theories, and models (Hill & Burrows, 2017). Our narrative methodology explicitly explained the methodological commitments of narrative inquiry by adopting the search criteria that explicit included our review process, keywords and term identification, article identification, quality assessment, data extraction, and data synthesis. We also adopted methodological triangulation as recommended by Durif-Bruckert, et al. (2014), by using multiple sources of data to gain multiple perspectives for maximizing reliability and validation of data, in order to build coherent justification of data interpretation that relates to the study case or phenomenon. Methodological triangulation also ensured the reliability and validity of data, and justification of interpretations from the reviews.

4. Data Collection
We reviewed the research findings that are relevant and related to our study. Many of such findings came from peer-reviewed, and other related texts from the ProQuest databases, ScienceDirect, and scholar Google databases. We also used phrases and terms as key search words in the databases for related literature on employee IT and internet monitoring for predicting employee productivity in Nigeria. Such phrases and terms included employee

Figure 4 Blocked Sites (Nigeria) Atinuke and Titilope (2015, p. 19)

Aside monitoring employees against wasting work time, it is also important to monitor employees to safeguard the company’s information resources. This is because employees appear to be the most important links to the information security of any organization, and invariably constitutes the highest risk to the information security measures and information integrity of any organization (Stallings & Brown, 2012). Employees and users are often the weakest links in the security of a system. Many security breaches are caused by employees visiting unauthorized sites with unencrypted files left on unprotected systems, leading to losses of company income due to low productivity, litigations etc. Astakhova (2015) cited some eloquent figures from InfoWatch Analytical Center, that showed that out of 654 cases of leakage of confidential information that were recorded, 71% of them were employees of companies. Additionally, these threats are not effectively and efficiently mitigated (Silic & Back, 2014). Therefore determining what contributes to information insecurity through employee monitoring and securing employee workplace is also of paramount importance particularly in the implementation of policies and activities that mitigates threats to the organizations’ data: confidentiality, integrity, and availability (Fenz, Heurix, Neubauer, & Pechstein, 2014).
monitoring, monitoring ethics, employee website surfing and productivity, and many others. Our reviews incorporated 27 references. Ninety three percent (89%) of total references incorporated in the study is peer-reviewed, while (79%) are peer-reviewed journals that are within the last 5 years.

5. Ethical Issues in Employee Monitoring

Monitoring employees at workplace has been a controversial practice that is undeniably on the rise (AMA, 2019), with a grey area (Yerby, 2013). Employee monitoring is legal but there are some ethical considerations for its effectiveness (Yerby, 2013). Fundamental ethical issues in business include promoting conduct based on integrity and trust (Oster, & Seidel, 2019). However, there are more complex ethical issues that included accommodating diversity, empathetic decision-making, compliance and governance consistent with a company's core values such as diversity and the respectful workplace, decision-making issues, compliance and governance issues (Oster, & Seidel, 2019). Legally, it is believed that employee ultimately did not have a right to privacy for information on an employer-supplied computer systems, even when used at home (Collins, 2002; Yerby, 2013). But employees desire the true right to privacy they enjoy outside office work hours every day in their lives to be extended to their workplace too. Nevertheless, the reality is that when an employee is at work, the right to privacy is either non-existent, or significantly less than the one enjoyed after-hours (Yerby, 2013). Most people spend a great deal of their weekdays at their offices or job sites. This is why employees face ethical dilemmas. Several of these dilemmas pop up on a regular basis. However, employees can resolve common workplace dilemmas without losing their jobs or bringing harm to their employer by avoiding: conducting personal business on company time, taking credit for others' work, inappropriate and harassing behavior, stealing on the job, etc (Rafner & Thompson, 2019).

6. Discussions and Conclusions

Organizations can reap a lot of rewards from employee monitoring such as less wasted time without being intrusive, fewer errors, better employee insights, increased security and better management of resources including CIA system resources, more transparency, better delegation, and less administrative work. In spite of these advantages, monitoring IT and Internet usage of employees still has drawbacks. They include its effect on morale, increased stress, and perceived lack of privacy, higher turnover, and legal issues. Monitoring IT and Internet usage of employees is Legal and good for sustainable company productivity and economic development. Employee ultimately did not have a right to privacy for information on an employer-supplied computer systems, even when used at home (Collins, 2002; Yerby, 2013). There is an ongoing need in Nigeria for employee monitoring systems especially now that IT and Internet connectivity are becoming widely integrated into ambient or ubiquitous environments through intuitive interfaces or “smart” interactions. Organizations in Nigeria may experience tremendous innovations and economic development if all the benefits of monitoring IT and Internet usage of employees are appropriately harnessed. Therefore, findings from this study should have greater applicability to other developer organizations as well as other IT organizations that are technology dependent.
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